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Abstract: The decisions taken in rehabilitation planning for the urban water networks will have
a long lasting impact on the functionality and quality of future services provided by urban
infrastructure. These decisions can be assisted by different approaches ranging from linear
depreciation for estimating the economic value of the network over using a deterioration model to
assess the probability of failure or the technical service life to sophisticated multi-criteria decision
support systems. Subsequently, the aim of this paper is to compare five available multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDM) methods (ELECTRE, AHP, WSM, TOPSIS, and PROMETHEE) for the
application in an integrated rehabilitation management scheme for a real world case study and
analyze them with respect to their suitability to be used in integrated asset management of water
systems. The results of the different methods are not equal. This occurs because the chosen score
scales, weights and the resulting distributions of the scores within the criteria do not have the same
impact on all the methods. Independently of the method used, the decision maker must be familiar
with its strengths but also weaknesses. Therefore, in some cases, it would be rational to use one of
the simplest methods. However, to check for consistency and increase the reliability of the results,
the application of several methods is encouraged.
Keywords: asset management; urban water infrastructure; multi-utility rehabilitation; decision
support; ELECTRE; AHP; WSM; TOPSIS; PROMETHEE

1. Introduction
Urban water management addresses all water-related issues in urban agglomerations.
Its functioning is crucial for human well-being and economic development. The public has certain
expectations regarding the functionality of the urban water infrastructure. European Standards [1]
define the services that wastewater systems should provide for the community, for example removal of
wastewater from premises for public health and hygienic reasons or prevention of flooding in urbanized
areas and protection of the environment. Drinking water should be provided by the operating
company in sufficient quality; quantity and pressure [2]. These are today’s justified expectations of the
community. Additionally, modern urban infrastructure faces major challenges while fulfilling these
duties. Maintenance and rehabilitation of the existing aging networks are not only a financial but also
an organizational challenge. Insufficient investments into the current systems may lead to a decrease of
system performance and to a waste of resources. For water supply systems, this means for example an
increase of water losses [3], for drainage systems an increase of sewer exfiltration and consequently an
increase of environmental impact. Furthermore, the adaptation to a changing environment (e.g., climate
change and/or urban development in the context of population increase/decrease) may require
additional measures to maintain current service levels. The focus of operating companies in developed
countries is therefore moving away from construction of new networks to maintenance, repair and
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adaptation, sometimes even reduction of the existing ones. This reduction has to be seen also in the
context of decentralized systems e.g., for urban flood management [4].
State of-the-art projects in rehabilitation management for urban water networks [5–7] focus mainly
on one single network alone while an integrated multi-utility approach is still seldom used [8,9].
Instead of examining all public networks separately, this paper presents an approach for a combined
rehabilitation planning of different infrastructure networks. Thereby, the road network acts as a
container for all networks and it is used for prioritization of rehabilitation measures. Thus, it is the
aim of this study to identify those street sections that (and all their underlying networks) should be
rehabilitated first.
However, the intertwined networks do not only differ in shape, length, construction depth,
material, age, diameter and location but also in external influencing factors, which have to be
considered (e.g., ground water level, climate, traffic, number of house connections, etc.). Additionally,
there is also an interaction between networks. The interaction between the systems ranges from the
disturbance of the functionality caused by the failure of an adjacent network (for example the closure
of a road due to a water main break) or the damaging of the infrastructure due to the proximity of
other networks (for example corrosion of steel pipes induced by stray currents of the tram system) to
minor influences during the rehabilitation of adjacent networks (for example due to vibrations). On the
other hand, synergies can and should be exploited in rehabilitation management. Costs, especially
for excavation and surface re-construction, can be shared and therefore minimized if coordinated
rehabilitation takes place.
Such interdependencies and the consideration of a variety of internal and external influencing
factors make decision making very complex. The consideration of multiple networks also leads to
the involvement of multiple stakeholder groups with different professional background, experience,
expectations and financial constraints. Further, external political and societal influences add an
additional level to this problem. To improve the communication between different stakeholder groups,
it is advisable to objectify discussions by following a structured decision making procedure.
Because structures in urban water management have life expectancies of up to 100 years or
even more, contemporary urban water systems are strongly influenced by historical decisions and
implementations. In the same way, our decisions taken in rehabilitation planning for the urban water
networks will have long lasting effects on the functionality and quality of future services provided by
these networks.
While different multi-criteria-decision making (MCDM) methods with different complexity and
assumptions exist, there is still a knowledge gap about the influence of the decision making method
itself on the outcome. The aim of this paper is to compare different available MCDM methods for the
application in an integrated rehabilitation management scheme [9,10] and analyze them with respect to
their suitability to be used in integrated asset management of water systems. As case study the water,
drainage, gas and road network of a small municipality with 13,100 inhabitants is used. Consequently,
it is analyzed if different MCDM methods lead to different prioritization in the rehabilitation of street
sections with their underlying networks.
2. Selection of Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) Methods Based on Literature Review
2.1. Review of Available Methods
MCDM methods cover a wide range of quite distinct approaches [11]. The last decades have
intensified the interest in the application of formalized decision-analytical tools, due to the complexity
of problems as well as the higher availability of data [12]. The available methods can be categorized
into three schools [13–15]:
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Value measurement models: A numerical score for each alternative is constructed. Furthermore,
a weight w is assigned to each criterion, which represents the importance of the criterion
(e.g., Weighted Sum Model, Analytic Hierarchy Process).
Goal, aspiration and reference level models: These methods measure how good alternatives reach
determined goals or aspirations (e.g., TOPSIS).
Outranking models: These methods compare the alternatives pairwise for each criterion, finding
the strength of preferring one over the other (e.g., ELECTRE, PROMETHEE).

The aim of this paper is to compare different multi-criteria decision making methods and
investigate their applicability to integrated rehabilitation management of small and medium-sized
municipalities. The idea is to compare simple methods with more complex methods. Hence, the three
most used models in the field of water and wastewater infrastructure [16] are compared with the most
basic method available—the weighted sum model. This method was chosen as a baseline scenario, due
to its simplicity, straightforwardness and comprehensibility for the operators of water and wastewater
infrastructure involved—especially in our small case study. In order to use a method from each of
the three schools of MCDM methods [14], we used the TOPSIS method as a goal, aspiration and
reference level model. It was chosen due to the fact, that although very few applications in the field of
rehabilitation strategies for urban water infrastructure were available, TOPSIS is used regularly as an
MCDM method [17] in a wide variety of fields, especially for strategy comparison in environmental
sciences [12] and in the neighboring field of highway maintenance [18].
Because the methods are well known and explained in many publications [13,15,19], here only a
short overview and a short summary of the literature review is presented.
The most frequently used method (28.3% of publications regarding water and wastewater [16])
is the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [20]. It is a widely used approach for obtaining preferences
or weights of importance regarding to the criteria and alternatives for a variety of research fields.
The advantages of this method are the possibility to use qualitative and quantitative criteria, the
ordered fashion of the decision making which allows a good traceability of the decision and the quality
assurance given by the consistency indices. Disadvantages are certainly the loss of information
due to potential compensation effects between good scores on some criteria and bad scores on
others [21] and the (depending on the number of criteria and alternatives) complex and time-consuming
implementation [16]. In the past it was used in combination with an artificial neural network to evaluate
the performance of water mains [22] and applied to urban flood management to determine the priority
of flood vulnerable areas considering the technical, social and environmental aspects [23,24]. It was
also part of an adjusted decision making support system for the rehabilitation planning of sewer
systems [25] and used for estimation of weights in integrated rehabilitation management [9] as well as
for the management of stormwater networks [26]. Furthermore, it is often used in combination with
GIS for example for the landslide vulnerability of areas [27] or forest fire risks [28].
The next group of methods (with 15.1% [16]) are the ELECTRE (ELimination Et Choix Traduisant la
REalite) models. ELECTRE is a family of outranking methods consisting of seven different models (I, II,
III, IV, A, IS and TRI) derived from the original ELECTRE I [29]. In addition, a hybrid method for fuzzy
multiple criteria decision making (FELECTRE) exists [30]. An outranking relation is a preference model
which takes into account three types of situations: preference, in-difference, and incomparability [31].
They are often used in Europe [16] in the wake of the CARE-W [5] and CARE-S [6] projects. It was
used for the rehabilitation planning of sewers [32,33], as well as for urban stormwater drainage
management [34,35] and urban flood management [24]. For water distribution networks it was used to
estimate performance indicators for small and medium sized water utilities [36], the amount and place
of investments in water distribution networks [37] as well as for rehabilitation [38] and maintenance
management [39]. ELECTRE I can be used for solving selection problems, ELECTRE TRI for assignment
problems, and for ranking problems ELECTRE II-IV have been developed. The shortcomings of
ELECTRE I are: (a) that it aims to select a smallest set of best alternatives, but not to construct
an ordering of the alternatives from the best to the worst [31]; and (b) since the final results are
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sensitive to the vote threshold, it remains unknown how to determine the appropriate threshold [19].
The main difference between ELECTRE II and ELECTRE III is that ELECTRE III is non-compensatory
and it incorporates the imprecise and uncertain (fuzzy) nature of the decision maker. Nevertheless,
both methods are used for solving problems where the importance of the criteria can be quantified.
For solving problems where this is not possible, ELECTRE IV is the best option [40]. For the case
study presented in this paper, it is possible to quantify the relative importance of the criteria and
since ELECTRE III also incorporates the fuzzy nature of the decision maker, ELECTRE III is used.
Furthermore, it is the most commonly used variation of this method [16]. The main disadvantages are
its expenditure in time, its complex application and the possible inability of the method to identify
a preferred solution [41]. On the other hand, it can be applied even with missing information and
under uncertainties [16] and even when there are incomparable alternatives [41]. Incomparability is
an intrinsic feature of any evaluation matrix. Each alternative has good and bad performances on
some criteria. Without additional information, no sound mathematical theory could decide which
decision is the best. The final choice is left for the decision maker [42]. Another main advantage of
ELECTRE III is that it is non-compensatory, which means a bad score on one particular criterion cannot
be compensated by good scores on another criteria [40]. However, the method requests inter-criteria
information that reflects the relative importance of the objectives established—the weight of each
criterion [37].
The next group of methods (with 13.2% [16]), the PROMETHEE (Preference Ranking Organization
METHods for Enrichment Evaluations) methods, are another family of outranking methods,
including PROMETHEE I, II, III, IV, V, and VI; GDSS; TRI; and CLUSTER [43]. The original
PROMETHEE I [44,45] is used to set up a partial preorder and PROMETHEE II to make a complete
preorder. With PROMETHEE III an interval order can be made, and PROMETHEE IV is used when the
set of permitted solutions is continuous [13,19]. The ranking of the alternatives with the methods of the
PROMETHEE family is made by calculating a positive outranking flow and a negative outranking flow
for each alternative. In PROMETHEE I and II, the indifferent case only occurs when the corresponding
flows between two alternatives are equal. If the flows of two alternatives are very close to each other, the
alternative with the higher flow is preferred. This can be avoided by using PROMETHEE III, in which
an interval of indifference for each alternative is defined [19]. It reflects the decision behavior of the
decision maker better than the other PROMETHEE methods. This is the reason why PROMETHEE III
is used in this paper. The main advantage of this method is the fact that it allows for the direct
operation on the variables included in the decision matrix, without requiring any normalization and
is applicable even when there is information missing [41]. However, it can be time consuming and
difficult to keep an overview over the problem when a lot of criteria are involved [16]. Furthermore,
it is possible that the rank reversal problem occurs, which means that, in some cases, the ranking of
the alternatives can be reversed when a new alternative is introduced [21]. However, it is seldom
used in the field of rehabilitation management, but mainly in fields like environmental management,
hydrology and water management, business and financial management, chemistry, logistics and
transportation, manufacturing and assembly, energy management, social and other topics [43,46].
Although the Weighted Sum Model (WSM) [47] is one of the simplest multi-criteria decision
making methods, it is still quite often in use (3.8% [16]). According to the WSM, the optimal alternative
is the closest one to the “best” value. This value contains the maximum of all criteria. Weighted sum
models are often used for single dimensional problems, as for example for only one network [48]
with limited amount of data. However, they still provide similar results when compared with more
sophisticated methods [16,24,49]. In rehabilitation management this is seldom the case due to the large
amount of data and influences. It is mainly used, due to its simple application and because a more
complicated approach would require a higher data quality. Sometimes it is applied together with other
methods, for instance AHP [9], because of its simple applicability [49]. Applications can be found for
the planning of urban infrastructures in general [50], the choosing of sewer rehabilitation methods [51]
or urban flood management [24]. The weighted sum model is formulated for problems in which all
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variables have the same physical dimensions, being based on the “additive utility” assumption [52].
For multi-dimensional problems (e.g., qualitative and quantitative attributes), the problem becomes
difficult to handle, as the aforementioned hypothesis is violated, and hence, normalization schemes
must be employed [49]. Furthermore, compensation effects between the different criteria can be
observed [41].
Finally, the last method chosen for this paper (with 1.9% [16]) is the TOPSIS (Technique for
Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution) method [53]. The main idea came from the
concept of the compromise solution to choose the best alternative nearest to the positive ideal solution
(optimal solution) and farthest from the negative ideal solution (inferior solution) [54]. Therefore,
the chosen solution should have the shortest Euclidean distance from the ideal solution and the
farthest Euclidean distance from the ideal negative solution. For the ideal positive solution, all the
attribute values correspond to the maximal attribute values. For the ideal negative solution, all the
attribute values correspond to the minimum available attribute values. However, both are hypothetical
solutions [55]. The benefits are that the only judgments required are weights, while relative distances
depend on the weights and on the range of alternatives themselves. The non-linear relationship
between single dimension scores and distance ratios produces smoother trade-offs [12], considering
both the positive and negative ideal solutions [41]. A weakness of the method is the need for vector
normalization for multi-dimensional problems [16]. This method is mainly used for strategic decisions,
energy and sustainable manufacturing problems [12]. However, it was also used in an adapted
approach to design stormwater scenarios [34], for urban flood management [24] and the planning of
urban infrastructures in general [50].
2.2. Application of MCDM Techniques in Rehabilitation Planning
Multi-criteria decision-making techniques in water infrastructure rehabilitation planning and
asset management can be applied in all planning decision levels, ranging from the strategic down to
the operational level [56]. They can be used for deciding on overall strategies and fund distribution
over decades [37], for rehabilitation projects in near future [9,38] as well as for the decision about
the immediate rehabilitation technique for an occurred failure [51]. Good decisions can best be
reached when everyone included in the process has a clear view of how the process will work and
also has acknowledged this procedure. At the end, everybody involved should be confident of
his/her decisions [14]. Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) provides this systematic approach in
combining different inputs with benefit/cost information and decision-maker or stakeholder views to
rank the alternatives [16]. Such a decision-making process provides the following advantages [57]:

•
•
•
•
•

Structure for approaching current and future complex problems;
A rational view on the problems and rational ranking of the possible solutions;
Consistency and objectivity in the decision making process;
Documentation of all the assumptions used, criteria, and values used to make decisions for later
review and for usage for future problems; and
Every decision is repeatable, reviewable, revisable and easy to understand.

Multi-criteria decision-making models used for planning infrastructure management are limited
to give suggestions for infrastructure managers about where and when rehabilitation works can be
executed. Decision-making in reality, however, is based on a relatively large set of interrelated decision
criteria, where the importance of each criterion varies per replacement project, depending on unique
local circumstances and personal preferences of an asset manager [58]. The actual operational decisions
for when, with whom, where and how works are executed are taken by a variety of stakeholders.
Therefore, setting up the priority model by the various stakeholders involved in cooperation creates
a shared understanding of each other’s reasoning. The discussion should however lead to at least
the recording of decisions and their reasons by the operating company to evaluate existing plans and
enhance future planning processes. Finally, factors which derive from the operator’s experience, such
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as problems with the quality of workmanship in certain areas or similar points cannot be grasped
by statistical means, the so called intuition [58,59] (or experience) should be considered as well.
These motivations and motives as well as the importance of experience can then be expressed in
weighting and thresholds.
3. Materials and Methods
In this work, three different networks, sewer, water and gas as well as the road are considered.
For each network, every method was applied individually. Finally, a complete ranking is made, again
using the five methods. Below, firstly, the results of the five different methods are shown individually
and the results of the methods will be compared with each other, finding similarities and deviations.
Because the AHP is the most widely applied method, it is used as reference for the comparison.
The results are compared for each network individually as well as for the integrated consideration of
all networks. A sensitivity analysis is carried out, due to the fact that the rankings depend greatly but
not solely on the chosen and calculated weights of each criterion.
To compare the different multi-criteria decision support methods and to examine their
applicability, a case study of a small municipality with 13,100 inhabitants is used [10]. The available
data contains the water supply and gas distribution networks and their failure history as well as
the data of the sewer and its condition. Due to the inconsistency and scarcity of the available data,
a semi-automatic data reconstruction methodology [60] was applied to obtain a complete dataset.
Since, water supply, sewer and gas distribution network and condition/failure data were available,
an integrated, multi-utility approach is enabled [10]. Therefore, an existing methodology [9] was
adapted to a small case study and limited data quality [10].
3.1. Definition of Criteria and Weights in Integrated Rehabilitation Management
The pipe networks are divided into pipe sections. Pipe sections are defined as a homogeneous
part of the street section with constant parameters like material, diameter and construction year [61].
A street section consists of several pipe sections. To ensure applicability and comparability of the
different street sections, the chosen street sections do not exceed a certain length [9].
For each network influencing factors or criteria are assigned which represent different element of
the rehabilitation decision (e.g., condition of the pipe section). To evaluate the characteristics within the
criteria, score scales between 0 and 100 are used, where 0 means no influence and 100 means significant
influence [10].
For every pipe, these scores are assigned to every criterion. The definition of these scores
is explained in the following sections. Afterwards, the calculated individual scores are added
proportional to the pipe lengths to a total score for each criterion. Together with the scores of the
criteria on the street level, these scores are weighted to a final representative value for each street
section (see Figure 1).
For rehabilitation management, a prioritization of street sections containing all available
infrastructure was applied using the priority of each individual network and street condition data to
estimate an overall priority of the areas for an integrated rehabilitation management.
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main categories with 1–3 criteria and their characteristics are taken into account. On the street level,
two extra criteria are considered (see Table 1). These three main categories derive from the available
data and the classical key figures for infrastructure asset management of urban water systems: risk,
performance and costs [56]. Risk bases on the probability and the consequence of failure. These two
factors are represented by the condition of the pipe and the importance for the network which would
lead to higher consequences for the failure of more important pipes. This importance includes also the
performance of the pipe section (e.g., the hydraulic capacity for sewers). Costs are represented by the
economic value of the pipe section. e.g., if it is fully depreciated or not.
Table 1. Influencing factors for the sewer network.
Pipe Level
Condition
Material 1
AC
C
DI
PVC
VC
RC

Diameter
DN (m)

250–1600

Street Level

Importance
Age
(Years)

Hydraulic
Capacity (%)

Pipe Type 2

Economics

House
Connections

Manholes

0–60

≤50
50–100
100–150
150–200
>200
No data

WW
CS
SW

Depreciation
derived
from age

Number of
house
connections
per m sewer

Number of
manholes
per m
sewer

Notes: 1 Asbestos cement (AC), Concrete (C), Ductile iron (DI), Polyvinylchloride (PVC), Vitrified clay (VC),
Reinforced concrete (RC); 2 Wastewater (WW), Combined sewage (CS), Stormwater (SW).

For the condition driven criteria the length of sewers in poor condition, using DWA
classification [62], was used to estimate the score for the different influences [10]. For instance,
the score of the material with the highest percentage of pipes (referred to their length) in condition
classes 0 and 1 is set to 100 (see Figure 2). The scores of the other materials are set according to their

Notes: 1 Asbestos cement (AC), Concrete (C), Ductile iron (DI), Polyvinylchloride (PVC), Vitrified clay
(VC), Reinforced concrete (RC); 2 Wastewater (WW), Combined sewage (CS), Stormwater (SW).
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For the criterion “diameter”, the same assumptions as for the criterion “material” are made.
create a score scale for the pipe condition according to the diameter, the different diameters of the
To create a score scale for the pipe condition according to the diameter, the different diameters of the
sewer network are classified into four different classes, depending on the condition data. In this case,
sewer network are classified into four different classes, depending on the condition data. In this case,
diameters higher than 1000 mm are in the worst condition because the percentage of pipes with a
diameter larger than 1000 m in condition class 0 and 1 is higher than for any other diameter class.
However, the pipes with small diameters (≤DN300) are in bad condition. Pipes with a diameter
between 600 and 1000 mm are in good condition—relative to the rest of the sewer network.
To create a score scale which represents the condition of the pipe sections according to their age,
the cumulative sum of pipe lengths in condition class 0 and 1 is used. It increases over the pipe age.
Due to limited data quality for the sewer system, the score scale consists of few kinks. However,
it clearly shows that especially pipes which are older than 50 years are in bad conditions.
The aim of the “importance” category of influencing factors is to obtain a prioritization of the
pipes according to the importance for the operator. Hydraulic utilization is defined as the proportion
of the estimated maximum flow in relation to the pipe capacity for full pipe flow. When the estimated
maximum flow exceeds the pipe capacity pressurized flow or flooding occurs [65]. For the estimation
of the maximum flow a hydrodynamic simulation of the urban drainage system using a design
rainfall [66] event for a specific return period between 1 and 10 years (depending on the land use)
is applied. However, this data is unknown for some newer parts of the network. In these cases, the
hydraulic capacity is assumed as sufficient because they have been constructed and designed recently.
The scores are assigned using an evaluation scheme based on an existing hydraulic rehabilitation
prioritization matrix [67] including the type of drainage system, the kind of pipe and the hydraulic
utilization. Since the kind of pipe (main or secondary pipe) is not known from the available data,
pipes with a diameter higher than 1000 mm are assumed as main pipes, and the rest as secondary
pipes. The highest priority is given to the main wastewater and combined-sewer pipes that exceed
their hydraulic capacity with a maximum score of 100. Sub-main wastewater and combined-sewer
pipes which exceed their hydraulic capacity get scores proportional to their diameter, in an individual
score range of 60 and 100. To main stormwater pipes with a hydraulic capacity >100%, a score of 80 is
assigned. Hence, wastewater pipes with DN500 are equally important as stormwater pipes with DN
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>1000 if both exceed their hydraulic capacity. For sub-main stormwater pipes, the scores are between
40 and 80, depending on their diameter. Finally, individual scores are assigned to pipes which do not
exceed their hydraulic capacity. With the assumption that larger pipes have also a higher importance
for the operator because they have an impact on a larger area, individual scores between 0 and 40 are
set to these pipe sections.
Because around 80% of the observed sewer network is located in the ground water, the type of
sewer is also a factor for itself in terms of importance to the environment.
Pipe leakages can cause large environmental impacts. The most relevant impacts are generated
by the wastewater pipes (WW), followed by the combined sewer (CS). The impact of leakage of pure
stormwater pipes (SW) is negligible. Hence, the maximum score of 100 is assigned to the WW pipes,
80 to the combined sewers and no individual scores are given to SW pipes in this criterion.
The economic factor considers the depreciation of the pipes. The technical lifetime of the sewer
is considered between 50 and 80 years according to the German guidelines [68]. For the operator,
replacing a pipe before it reaches its technical lifetime is not economically viable. Hence, no individual
scores are given to pipes until they reach 50 years. On the other hand, pipe replacement after reaching
the limit of 80 years becomes economical, and therefore a full score of 100 is given to these pipes.
Between these two limits, a linear relation is assumed.
On the street level, it is assumed that in case of damage the street section with the highest number
of house connections per running meter has the highest impact on the residential area. The maximum
individual score of 100 is assigned to this street. The other street sections get individual scores s in
relation to their number of house connections per running meter. The same considerations are taken
for the manholes.
3.1.2. Water Distribution Network
The structure for the water distribution network is similar to the sewer. The first step was again
to estimate the influence factors (see Table 2). The pipe level is split up in three main categories with
respectively 1–3 criteria and their attributes. On the street level, three criteria are considered.
Table 2. Influencing factors for the water distribution network.
Pipe Level
Condition
Material 1
CI
DI
PE
PVC
ST

Diameter
DN (mm)

20–300

Street Level

Importance
Age
Nominal
(Years) Pressure (Bar)

0–92

6
10
16

Pipe
Type 2

Economics

House
Connections

Valves

Hydrant

HC
DP

Depreciation
derived from
age

Number of
house
connections
per m
distribution pipe

Number of
valves per m
distribution
pipe

Number of
hydrants
per m
distribution
pipe

Notes: 1 Cast Iron (CI), Ductile Iron (DI), Polyethylene (PE), Polyvinylchloride (PVC), Steel (ST); 2 House connections
(HC), Distribution pipes (DP).

For the water distribution network, the failure data over the last 10 years is available. The number
of occurring failures is used as a factor to describe the condition criteria of the water pipes, similar to
the usage of condition states for the sewer to estimate the scores defined by condition (see Figure 3).
It can be seen that most of the failures occur in cast iron (CI) and steel (ST) pipes, which are
nowadays not used anymore in the water network. Contrarily, barely failures occur in newer ductile
iron (DI) pipes. Furthermore, in smaller pipes more failures are observed. On pipes with a diameter
larger than 200 mm, no failures occurred over the last 10 years. Figure 3 shows that the number of
failures are linear until a pipe age of 25 years. Afterwards, a rapid increase of failures can be observed.

Notes: 1 Cast Iron (CI), Ductile Iron (DI), Polyethylene (PE), Polyvinylchloride (PVC), Steel (ST);
House connections (HC), Distribution pipes (DP).
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It can be seen that most of the failures occur in cast iron (CI) and steel (ST) pipes, which are
The category “importance” aims to obtain a prioritization of the pipes according to the importance
nowadays not used anymore in the water network. Contrarily, barely failures occur in newer ductile
for the operator. A prioritization of the existing water network is developed according to the nominal
iron (DI) pipes. Furthermore, in smaller pipes more failures are observed. On pipes with a diameter
pressure and diameter. Since the majority of the pipes (99%) have the same nominal pressure,
larger than 200 mm, no failures occurred over the last 10 years. Figure 3 shows that the number of
a prioritization depending solely on the pressure makes no sense. Bearing in mind that higher
failures are linear until a pipe age of 25 years. Afterwards, a rapid increase of failures can be observed.
diameters influence a larger area and more population in case of damage, pipes with a larger diameter
The category “importance” aims to obtain a prioritization of the pipes according to the
have a higher score. Hence, the maximum score of 100 is assigned to pipes with a higher diameter
importance for the operator. A prioritization of the existing water network is developed according to
than 200, and a score which is proportional to the diameter of the pipes corresponds to smaller pipes.
the nominal pressure and diameter. Since the majority of the pipes (99%) have the same nominal
In addition, damage to a house connection has a much smaller impact than damage to a main pipe.
pressure, a prioritization depending solely on the pressure makes no sense. Bearing in mind that
Hence, the scores for the house connections are set to 0, whereas the scores for the main pipes are set
higher diameters influence a larger area and more population in case of damage, pipes with a larger
to the maximum value of 100.
diameter have a higher score. Hence, the maximum score of 100 is assigned to pipes with a higher
The “economics” factor considers the depreciation of the pipes in the same way as for the sewers.
diameter than 200, and a score which is proportional to the diameter of the pipes corresponds to
Only the technical lifetime differs and is considered between 40 and 60 years according to the German
smaller pipes. In addition, damage to a house connection has a much smaller impact than damage to
guidelines [68]. The influencing factors on the street level is estimated the same way as for the sewers,
a main pipe. Hence, the scores for the house connections are set to 0, whereas the scores for the main
considering house connections, valves and hydrants.
pipes are set to the maximum value of 100.
considers the depreciation of the pipes in the same way as for the sewers.
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Pipe Level
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Street Level

Importance

Material 1

Diameter
DN (mm)

Age
(Years)
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Pressure

Pipe Type 2

PE
ST

20–250

0–50

High,
low,
medium

HC
DP

Economics

House
Connections

Depreciation Number of house
derived
connections per m
from Age
sewer

Valves
Number of valves
per m distribution
pipe

Notes: 1 Polyethylene (PE), Steel (ST); 2 House connections (HC), Distribution pipes (DP).

As for the water network, the failures are reported over the last 10 years and the number of
failures is used to describe the condition of the gas pipes. The same assumptions as for the water
distribution network are made and result in the scores for the condition driven criteria (see Figure 4).
It can be seen that the majority of the failures occur in steel (ST) pipes, as it happened in the water
network. Fewer failures occur in the newer polyethylene (PE) pipes. Medium-sized pipes are the
most error-prone. In pipes with a diameter larger than 175 mm, no failures occurred over the last

As for the water network, the failures are reported over the last 10 years and the number of
failures is used to describe the condition of the gas pipes. The same assumptions as for the water
distribution network are made and result in the scores for the condition driven criteria (see Figure 4).
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The aim of the “importance” category of influencing factors is to obtain a prioritization of the
The aim of the “importance” category of influencing factors is to obtain a prioritization of the
pipes according to the importance for the operator. For the importance, a prioritization using the
pipes according to the importance for the operator. For the importance, a prioritization using the
pressure and diameter is used, taking into account that damages to the high pressure pipes and/or
pressure and diameter is used, taking into account that damages to the high pressure pipes and/or
higher diameters affect more people and larger areas. The highest scores are assigned to pipes with
higher diameters affect more people and larger areas. The highest scores are assigned to pipes with a
a high pressure (60–100, depending on the diameter). Gas pipes with medium pressures get
high pressure (60–100, depending on the diameter). Gas pipes with medium pressures get individual
individual scores between 40 and 80. Here, it is assumed that smaller pipes (DN100) with high
scores between 40 and 80. Here, it is assumed that smaller pipes (DN100) with high pressures are as
pressures are as important as medium pressure pipes with DN >200. The lowest score, which is
important as medium pressure pipes with DN >200. The lowest score, which is ranged between 0 and
ranged between 0 and 40, is assigned to low pressure pipes which have the lowest importance in the
40, is assigned to low pressure pipes which have the lowest importance in the network. The other
network. The other influencing factors regarding the type of pipe, economics and the street level
influencing factors regarding the type of pipe, economics and the street level influences are estimated
influences are estimated the same way as for the sewer and water distribution network.
the same way as for the sewer and water distribution network.
3.2. Weights and Indices
3.2. Weights and Indices
To calculate the performance weights wj, different weights (called wk, wl and wm) are defined as
To calculate the performance weights wj , different weights (called wk , wl and wm ) are defined
follows:
as follows:

wk considers the different influence of pipe and street level criteria.
•
wk considers the different influence of pipe and street level criteria.
•
wl weights the three criteria on the pipe level. In our case study, this is the weighting of “condition”
vs. “importance” vs. “economics”.
•
wm represents the weighting of the influencing factor within the main categories. In our case study,
for example the weighting of “material” vs. “diameter” vs. “age” for the “condition” criteria.
•
Finally, wj is the product of these three weights.
To define the weights for the WSM, the decision maker compares the different criteria pairwise by
using a rating schema. This approach guarantees a transparent and comprehensible definition of the
weights [51]. For the weights in the WSM and for the AHP six experts have been consulted. All six
compared the criteria pairwise using one time a simplified rating schema for WSM [51] and the typical
Saaty scale [20] on another occasion for plausibility checking. Since two experts were inconsistent in
those terms when making these two ratings (reverse on the preference orders), only the average values
of the other experts are used for the calculations. Furthermore, the consistency index and consistency
ratio [20] was calculated for the AHP scale and found consistent. A comparison of the weights of
the consistent experts and all experts shows that the ranges of the defined weights are much higher
using the weights of all the experts (see as an example Table 4). The differences for the AHP method
are even larger than for the WSM method, except for “economics”. The weights which represent the
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criteria “condition” and “importance” show a range of nearly 0.50. This means that one expert assigns
three times more weights than the lowest weight given by another expert. Looking at the results of the
consistent experts, the values are in an acceptable range. The consistent weights are therefore used for
WSM and AHP.
Table 4. Comparison of the weights wl of all and the consistent experts for the sewer network for WSM
and AHP.
wl

All Experts
w1

σ

2

Consistent Experts

Min

Max

Range

w1

σ2

Min

Max

Range

WSM

Condition
Importance
Economics

0.44
0.34
0.21

0.08
0.05
0.05

0.28
0.28
0.17

0.50
0.44
0.28

0.22
0.17
0.11

0.50
0.32
0.18

0.02
0.02

0.50
0.28
0.17

0.50
0.33
0.22

0.06
0.06

AHP

Condition
Importance
Economics

0.59
0.32
0.09

0.18
0.17
0.02

0.24
0.19
0.07

0.73
0.67
0.11

0.49
0.48
0.05

0.70
0.21
0.08

0.04
0.03
0.01

0.64
0.19
0.07

0.73
0.26
0.10

0.09
0.07
0.04

Notes: 1 mean value; 2 standard deviation.

Finally, a complete ranking for all the three networks (sewer, water and gas) as well as the road
work is made. Since not all of these networks are equally important for the operator, the different
networks are weighted. The definition of this weight is made by consulting again six experts.
The resulting weights using again the mean value of the consistent experts only derives in weights of
0.11 for the sewers, 0.31 for the water distribution network, 0.45 for the gas distribution network and
0.13 for the roads.
Additionally, to the weights, the specific parameters of the ELECTRE methods, the indifference
(qj ), preference (pj ) and veto (vj ) thresholds need to be defined. The values for the indifference and
preference thresholds are set according to the sensitivity of the criteria and distribution of the scores.
For the majority of the criteria, the use of the powerful veto threshold vj does not make sense. Thus,
normally no value is set. Only the veto threshold of the criterion “economics” is set to a value of
50. Hence, the older pipes that exceed their technical lifetime cannot be outranked by newer pipes if
the score difference in the criterion “economics” is at least 50. The aim of this threshold is to make
sure that also smaller and more insignificant pipes of the whole system which already reached the
end of their technical lifetime are ranked for replacement. Due to the fact, that the score schemes in
this case study were made on the pipe level, and that they were summed up according to the pipe
lengths and the street section, the direct reference to the scores is lost. Consequently, the definition
of the threshold values of this case study is not that simple. In the case of the “economics” veto
threshold a sensitivity analysis was carried out and the results of different veto thresholds compared
and checked for plausibility. Using the ELECTRE III method, it could happen that two or more street
sections are indifferent and have an equivalent ranking position. To enhance comparability between
the different methods, a ranking between these street sections is done manually. This manual ranking
was performed only between two equally ranked street section and preferred section with longer pipe
networks, considering that a longer pipe impacts on a larger area. Practically, taking into account other
important aspects could be useful in these cases.
As for the ELECTRE method, the AHP weights are used for the PROMETHEE III and the TOPSIS
method. Furthermore, for PROMETHEE, the shapes of the preference functions also need to be defined.
In this case study, the shape of Type V: Linear criterion has been chosen for all criteria. Using this shape,
in the case of a small score difference between two alternatives, none of these alternatives is preferred.
Additionally, there exists also a zone of weak preference. This describes the real choice behavior
of the decision makers and it is consistent with the ideas of ELECTRE III and enhances therefore
comparability. The two needed parameters p and q are defined according to the same considerations as
the ones made for the ELECTRE method. All these parameters are needed to calculate the preference

method. Furthermore, for PROMETHEE, the shapes of the preference functions also need to be
defined. In this case study, the shape of Type V: Linear criterion has been chosen for all criteria. Using
this shape, in the case of a small score difference between two alternatives, none of these alternatives
is preferred. Additionally, there exists also a zone of weak preference. This describes the real choice
behavior of the decision makers and it is consistent with the ideas of ELECTRE III and enhances
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4.1. Sewer
Figure 5b displays the preference ranking according to the AHP method for the sewer network.
It is visible that the main interest for this network is situated in the central-south area, as well as in
the central-north area of the system. Figure 6a shows the 10 highest ranking positions of the 96 street
sections (abbreviated as letters) obtained with the AHP method in comparison with the ranking of
the other four methods. As it can be seen, the first three ranks are equal with the WSM, AHP and
TOPSIS methods. The following street sections are ranked higher using the TOPSIS method. Regarding
the two outranking methods, their first and second ranks differ from the AHP ranking. Afterwards,
the ELECTRE ranking fits well with the AHP ranking. In general, it can be said that the results are
similar. If we look at the standard deviation of the absolute differences between the different methods

the other four methods. As it can be seen, the first three ranks are equal with the WSM, AHP and
TOPSIS methods. The following street sections are ranked higher using the TOPSIS method.
Regarding the two outranking methods, their first and second ranks differ from the AHP ranking.
Afterwards, the ELECTRE ranking fits well with the AHP ranking. In general, it can be said that the
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Table 5. Standard deviation σ of the sewer ranking between the different used methods.
σ
σ
AHP
AHP
WSM
ELECTRE
WSM
PROMETHEE
ELECTRE
TOPSIS

PROMETHEE
TOPSIS

AHP

AHP

WSM

WSM
2.94
2.94

symmetric

symmetric

ELECTRE

ELECTRE
6.00
6.00
4.72
4.72

PROMETHEE

PROMETHEE
3.30
3.30
4.38
5.10
4.38
5.10

TOPSIS

TOPSIS
2.81
2.81
4.27
7.10
4.27
4.31
7.10
4.31

In Figure 6b, the ranking differences between the WSM and AHP methods are displayed. It can
be seen that the largest part (81%) of the sewer network has a negligible ranking difference between 0
and 2 ranks. Generally, the ranking differences can be attributed to the different weights, since the two
methods use the same equations. Particularly, the criteria “age” and “material”, which get weighted
with 0.21 using the WSM method and 0.30 using the AHP method, have a large influence on the result.
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In Figure 6b, the ranking differences between the WSM and AHP methods are displayed. It can
Comparing the AHP and PROMETHEE methods (Figure 6b) shows that the results are similar.
be seen that the largest part (81%) of the sewer network has a negligible ranking difference between
In more than the half of the sewer network (51%), the ranking difference is negligible between 0 and
0 and 2 ranks. Generally, the ranking differences can be attributed to the different weights, since the
2 ranks. In only 5 street sections the ranking difference is 10 or higher. These variations can be
two methods use the same equations. Particularly, the criteria “age” and “material”, which get
attributed to the differences between the AHP and outranking methods combined with the used score
weighted with 0.21 using the WSM method and 0.30 using the AHP method, have a large influence
scales and weights. Especially in the case that a street section has a proportional small score in one or
on the result.
more criteria which is highly weighted, a difference between the two methods can occur.
Comparing the AHP and PROMETHEE methods (Figure 6b) shows that the results are similar.
It can be seen that in the 57.3% of the sewer network, the ranking difference between TOPSIS and
In more than the half of the sewer network (51%), the ranking difference is negligible between 0 and
AHP is negligible between 0 and 2 ranks (Figure 6b). Only in five street sections, the ranking difference
2 ranks. In only 5 street sections the ranking difference is 10 or higher. These variations can be
is higher than 6 ranks. Thus, for the sewer network, the results of the AHP and TOPSIS show the
attributed to the differences between the AHP and outranking methods combined with the used score
largest similarities. The street sections in which the largest difference occurs are compared to the other
scales and weights. Especially in the case that a street section has a proportional small score in one or
methods ranked higher when using the TOPSIS method (see Figure 7). This is caused by the fact that
more criteria which is highly weighted, a difference between the two methods can occur.
in order to calculate the Euclidean distance of alternatives ideal and anti-ideal points are necessary.
It can be seen that in the 57.3% of the sewer network, the ranking difference between TOPSIS
The values of the two parameters depend on the maximum (minimum) score of each criterion, but
and AHP is negligible between 0 and 2 ranks (Figure 6b). Only in five street sections, the ranking
also on the distribution of the scores and their weights because they are normalized. A totally equal
difference is higher than 6 ranks. Thus, for the sewer network, the results of the AHP and TOPSIS
value of the range causes that equal score differences in these criteria have also the same impact on the
show the largest similarities. The street sections in which the largest difference occurs are compared
result. Therefore, it may also be understood as the final weighting for this criterion, which describes
to the other methods ranked higher when using the TOPSIS method (see Figure 7). This is caused by
the relevance of the score to the result. Hence, for the sewer network similar score differences in the
the fact that in order to calculate the Euclidean distance of alternatives ideal and anti‐ideal points are
criteria “material”, “hydraulic capacity” and “economics” have equal importance. However, using the
necessary. The values of the two parameters depend on the maximum (minimum) score of each
other methods (specially the AHP), the criteria “material” and “age” have the largest impact.
criterion, but also on the distribution of the scores and their weights because they are normalized. A
Figure 6c shows the differences between the WSM and the other models. Interestingly, given the
totally equal value of the range causes that equal score differences in these criteria have also the same
fact that it is a quite simple model, the differences prove to be quite small (see Table 5). However,
impact on the result. Therefore, it may also be understood as the final weighting for this criterion,
from the same group of outranking methods, the differences between ELECTRE and PROMETHEE
which describes the relevance of the score to the result. Hence, for the sewer network similar score
are larger (see Figure 6d and Table 5). Until the calculation of the concordance index cj (a,b) of the
differences in the criteria “material”, “hydraulic capacity” and “economics” have equal importance.
ELECTRE method and the preference index pj (a,b) of the PROMETHEE method, these two methods
However, using the other methods (specially the AHP), the criteria “material” and “age” have the
are similar if the same parameters p and q are used, as done in this paper, since, the relation between
largest impact.
theseFigure
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ELECTRE method and the preference index pj(a,b) of the PROMETHEE method, these two methods
are similar if the same parameters p and q are used, as done in this paper, since, the relation between
these
two indices is pj(a,b) = 1 − cj(a,b) [13]. These methods differ when calculating the positive
and
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4.2. Water Distribution Network
4.2. Water Distribution Network
In Figure 5a, the preference ranking according to the AHP method is shown. It can be observed
In Figure 5a, the preference ranking according to the AHP method is shown. It can be observed
that the main interest of the water network is located in the central‐north part of the system and in
that the main interest of the water network is located in the central-north part of the system and in the
the southwest area. Figure 9a shows the highest ranking positions of the street sections obtained with
southwest area. Figure 9a shows the highest ranking positions of the street sections obtained with the
the AHP method in comparison with the rankings obtained with the other four methods. In contrast
AHP method in comparison with the rankings obtained with the other four methods. In contrast to
to Figure 6a, which shows this comparison for the sewer network, none of the methods fit really well
Figure 6a, which shows this comparison for the sewer network, none of the methods fit really well for
for the observed street sections. Comparing only these 10 street sections, the WSM and AHP show
the observed street sections. Comparing only these 10 street sections, the WSM and AHP show the
the highest level of similarities (range for the WSM 1–16). It is striking that the deviations of the other
highest level of similarities (range for the WSM 1–16). It is striking that the deviations of the other three
methods occur mostly for the same street sections (for example street sections A and BU). Nevertheless,
the largest differences appear between AHP and ELECTRE (see Table 6 and Figure 10). Using the
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three methods occur mostly for the same street sections (for example street sections A and BU).
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Figure 9. Comparison of the rankings of the water distribution system using the different methods:
Figure 9. Comparison of the rankings of the water distribution system using the different methods:
(a) for the 10 top ranked street sections; (b) the absolute ranking differences with the AHP; (c) the
(a) for the 10 top ranked street sections; (b) the absolute ranking differences with the AHP; (c) the
absolute ranking differences with the WSM; and (d) the absolute ranking differences with ELECTRE
absolute ranking differences with the WSM; and (d) the absolute ranking differences with ELECTRE
and
PROMETHEE.
and PROMETHEE.
Table 6. Standard deviation σ of the water distribution network ranking between the different used
Table 6. Standard deviation σ of the water distribution network ranking between the different
methods.
used methods.

σ
σAHP
AHP
WSM
WSM
ELECTRE
ELECTRE
PROMETHEE
PROMETHEE
TOPSIS
TOPSIS

AHP
AHP

WSM
WSM
10.04
10.04

symmetric
symmetric

ELECTRE PROMETHEE TOPSIS
ELECTRE
PROMETHEE
TOPSIS
12.41
4.48
6.89
12.41
4.48
6.89
13.35
11.33
15.22
13.35
11.33
15.22
10.57
14.67
10.57
14.67
6.74
6.74

Comparing the rankings of the water distribution obtained with the WSM and AHP, only in
Comparing the rankings of the water distribution obtained with the WSM and AHP, only in 23.9%
23.9% of the network ranking differences between 0 and 2 ranks are negligible. As can be seen in
of the network ranking differences between 0 and 2 ranks are negligible. As can be seen in Figure 9b,
Figure 9b, in over 40% of the street sections have ranking differences of 10 ranks or higher. These
in over 40% of the street sections have ranking differences of 10 ranks or higher. These significant
significant differences can be attributed to the differences of the weights. Thus, for example, scores
differences can be attributed to the differences of the weights. Thus, for example, scores in the criteria
in the criteria “material” and “age” have a 40% and 37% higher influence when using the AHP
“material” and “age” have a 40% and 37% higher influence when using the AHP method. Therefore,
method. Therefore, it occurs that street sections with low scores in these criteria are ranked higher if
it occurs that street sections with low scores in these criteria are ranked higher if the WSM method is
the WSM method is used. This happens often with street sections which contain manly pipes built
used. This happens often with street sections which contain manly pipes built with ductile iron (DI) or
with ductile iron (DI) or PVC. Looking at the criterion “age”, it may happen that lower scores generate
PVC. Looking at the criterion “age”, it may happen that lower scores generate a higher ranking if the
a higher ranking if the WSM method is used, whereas street sections with older pipe materials and
WSM method is used, whereas street sections with older pipe materials and therefore a higher score
therefore a higher score on this criterion are ranked higher if the AHP method is used.
on this criterion are ranked higher if the AHP method is used.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the rankings of the water distribution system between TOPSIS (thin line)

Figure 10. Comparison of the rankings of the water distribution system between TOPSIS (thin line)
and ELECTRE (thick line) with the results from AHP.
and ELECTRE (thick line) with the results from AHP.
In Figure 9b can also be seen that the results of the AHP and PROMETHEE methods fit quite
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that the
results of
the AHP
and
PROMETHEE
methods
fit quite
8.7% (8 street sections) of the network ranking differences of 10 ranks or higher occur. For the water
well: in 36.9% of the system the ranking differences between 0 and 2 ranks are negligible. Only in the
network, these two methods show the highest level of similarities (see also Table 6). Nevertheless,
8.7% (8 street sections) of the network ranking differences of 10 ranks or higher occur. For the water
the differences which appear occur due to same reasons as for the sewer network. For the water
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However, some individual street sections in the west and east of the system are considered.

4.3. Gas Distribution Network
Figure 5c shows the preference rankings for the gas distribution network. It can be observed that
the main interest area for this network is situated in the central and central-north part of the system.
However, some individual street sections in the west and east of the system are considered.
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The AHP and PROMETHEE results fit generally well over the street sections (see also Table 7).
Comparing the AHP and ELECTRE rankings, two outliers are visible, whereas the remaining ranking
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Figure 11. Comparison of the rankings of the gas distribution system using the different methods: (a)

Figure 11. Comparison of the rankings of the gas distribution system using the different methods:
for the 10 top ranked street sections; (b) the absolute ranking differences with the AHP; (c) the
(a) for
the 10 top ranked street sections; (b) the absolute ranking differences with the AHP; (c) the
absolute ranking differences with the WSM; and (d) the absolute ranking differences with ELECTRE
absolute
ranking differences with the WSM; and (d) the absolute ranking differences with ELECTRE
and PROMETHEE.
and PROMETHEE.
Table 7. Standard deviation σ of the gas distribution network ranking between the different used methods.

Table 7. Standard deviation σ of the gas distribution network ranking between the different
σ
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AHP
WSM
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ELECTRE
11.37
18.43
AHP
7.86
14.20
5.08
symmetric
PROMETHEE
13.8011.53
WSM
13.84
7.06
16.67
TOPSIS
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11.37
18.43
symmetric
PROMETHEE
13.80
SinceTOPSIS
the differences between the used methods and the reasons were described for the drainage
and water supply networks and also apply for the gas network, at this point just the differences for
the gas distribution network are shown in Figures 11 and 12 and Table 7. In addition, for the
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Comparing the three networks, the gas network is the most stable one. Only an increase of the weights
in the criteria “house connections” and “manholes” have for all the methods the most significant effect
on the ranking position of the highest ranked street section CO.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the rankings of the gas distribution system between TOPSIS (thin line) and
Figure 12. Comparison of the rankings of the gas distribution system between TOPSIS (thin line) and
ELECTRE (thick line) with the results from AHP.
ELECTRE (thick line) with the results from AHP.

4.4. Integrated Prioritization
4.4. Integrated Prioritization
It can be seen in Figure 5d that the main interests for the whole network are situated in the
It can be seen in Figure 5d that the main interests for the whole network are situated in the
northern area of the system. However, the central‐south area is important, as well as individual street
northern area of the system. However, the central-south area is important, as well as individual street
sections in the west and east area of the system.
sections in the west and east area of the system.
Figure 13a shows the highest ranking positions of the street sections obtained with the AHP
Figure 13a shows the highest ranking positions of the street sections obtained with the AHP
method in comparison with the rankings of the other four methods. It is noticeable that the first three
method in comparison with the rankings of the other four methods. It is noticeable that the first three
street sections are ranked equal if AHP or WSM are used; the same first rank is obtained by TOPSIS.
street sections are ranked equal if AHP or WSM are used; the same first rank is obtained by TOPSIS.
The AHP and PROMETHEE results fit generally all well over the street sections. Comparing the AHP
The AHP and PROMETHEE results fit generally all well over the street sections. Comparing the AHP
and ELECTRE rankings, four major outliers are visible, whereas the remaining ranking is similar.
and ELECTRE rankings, four major outliers are visible, whereas the remaining ranking is similar.
Comparing the total ranking of the different methods (Table 8), it can be seen that the rankings of the
Comparing the total ranking of the different methods (Table 8), it can be seen that the rankings of the
AHP and PROMETHEE methods have the largest similarities (see Figure 13b). Comparing ELECTRE
AHP and PROMETHEE methods have the largest similarities (see Figure 13b). Comparing ELECTRE
(see Figures 13b–d and 14) with other methods, for example with PROMETHEE, large differences are
(see Figures 13b–d and 14) with other methods, for example with PROMETHEE, large differences
visible. These differences mostly result from the ranking reverse when using ELECTRE, which was
are visible. These differences mostly result from the ranking reverse when using ELECTRE, which
described before. In addition, comparing the total ranking of the WSM and AHP methods, large
was described before. In addition, comparing the total ranking of the WSM and AHP methods, large
differences can be seen. They result from the different weights used.
differences can be seen. They result from the different weights used.
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16.08
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Particularly,ELECTRE
the four highest ranked street sections (A, BU, U and B)12.58
but also CO and
symmetric
PROMETHEE
and 7th position
are stable for the variation
of the weights. The high stability of10.31
the two highest
TOPSIS
ranked street sections can be attributed to the fact that these two street sections only appear in two of
the networks and they are ranked high for those networks, especially for the water network. The
robustness of the other street sections is caused by the high rankings in all the networks. The four
street sections BO, E, AU and F are more sensitive to the variation of the weights. Their median is not
within the top 10 ranked street sections from the AHP method. These four street sections are not
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ranked in the top 40 of the sewer network and this network is weighted with 0.10 for calculating the
total ranking. Especially after doubling this weight (>0.20), these four street sections are not ranked
anymore
in68the top ten of the total ranking. Hence, the definition of the weights has for these
Water
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of 28
street sections a large impact and therefore they have to be chosen carefully.

Figure 13. Comparison of the rankings of the integrated prioritization using the different methods:
Figure 13. Comparison of the rankings of the integrated prioritization using the different methods:
(a) for the 10 top ranked street sections; (b) the absolute ranking differences with the AHP; (c) the
(a) for the 10 top ranked street sections; (b) the absolute ranking differences with the AHP; (c) the
absolute ranking differences with the WSM; and (d) the absolute ranking differences with ELECTRE
absolute ranking differences with the WSM; and (d) the absolute ranking differences with ELECTRE
and PROMETHEE.
and PROMETHEE.
Table 8. Standard deviation σ of the integrated ranking between the different used methods.

For sensitivity analysis, a random sampling of the used weights for the four networks from
σ
AHP
WSM
ELECTRE
PROMETHEE
TOPSIS
a uniform distribution
(using
100,000
weight samples),
under
the condition that
they sum up to
AHP[70]. The results of9.50
14.79analysis to estimate
4.46
9.15 of the total
100%, was applied
this sensitivity
the stability
WSM
14.79 ranked street
9.67sections of the
16.08
ranking is shown
here (see Figure 15) for the 10 highest
AHP method.
ELECTRE
16.88
The AHP method
is chosen because its results fit best in overall with12.58
the results of the
other methods.
symmetric
Therefore, PROMETHEE
it best represents the behavior
of the used methods. Figure 15 shows10.31
the result of this
TOPSIS the four highest ranked street sections (A, BU, U and B) but also CO and BR
analysis. Particularly,
in the 5th and 7th position are stable for the variation of the weights. The high stability of the two
highest ranked street sections can be attributed to the fact that these two street sections only appear in
two of the networks and they are ranked high for those networks, especially for the water network.
The robustness of the other street sections is caused by the high rankings in all the networks. The four
street sections BO, E, AU and F are more sensitive to the variation of the weights. Their median is
not within the top 10 ranked street sections from the AHP method. These four street sections are not
ranked in the top 40 of the sewer network and this network is weighted with 0.10 for calculating the
total ranking. Especially after doubling this weight (>0.20), these four street sections are not ranked
anymore in the top ten of the total ranking. Hence, the definition of the weights has for these four
street sections a large impact and therefore they have to be chosen carefully.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the rankings of the integrated prioritization between TOPSIS (thin line) and
Figure 14. Comparison of the rankings of the integrated prioritization between TOPSIS (thin line) and
Figure 14. (thick
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Figure 15. Sensitivity analysis for the total network for the AHP.
Figure 15. Sensitivity analysis for the total network for the AHP.
Figure 15. Sensitivity analysis for the total network for the AHP.
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To show the impact of the selection of the scores the results are compared to another approach
using the same data [10]. The main differences were the missing subdivision of data into main
categories and the usage of another MCDM approach, namely a revised version of the VIKOR
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Figure 16. Comparison of the results of the AHP approach with a different approach with different
Figure 16. Comparison of the results of the AHP approach with a different approach with different
scores [10].
scores [10].

5. Conclusions
5. Conclusions
After comparing the results and making the sensitivity analysis, it can be stated that the results
After comparing the results and making the sensitivity analysis, it can be stated that the results
of the different methods are not equal. This is because the chosen score scales and the resulting
of the different methods are not equal. This is because the chosen score scales and the resulting
distributions of the scores within the criteria do not have the same impact on all the methods. In
distributions of the scores within the criteria do not have the same impact on all the methods.
addition, the defined weights have a large effect on the result. This was observed when the WSM and
In addition, the defined weights have a large effect on the result. This was observed when the
AHP methods were compared, and when the sensitivity analysis was carried out. It was also shown
WSM and AHP methods were compared, and when the sensitivity analysis was carried out. It was
how large the differences between the weights defined by experts can be. Therefore, it is important
to justify the definitions of the weights well.
However, all these mentioned factors do not have as much influence as the definition of the
criteria and the related score scales. This is noticeable when the results of any used methods in this
paper were compared with an earlier approach using different scoring algorithms [10]. Even though
both approaches were started using the same data, the assumptions regarding influencing factors
and scores were partly different. These differences had an enormous impact on the results. At this
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also shown how large the differences between the weights defined by experts can be. Therefore, it is
important to justify the definitions of the weights well.
However, all these mentioned factors do not have as much influence as the definition of the
criteria and the related score scales. This is noticeable when the results of any used methods in this
paper were compared with an earlier approach using different scoring algorithms [10]. Even though
both approaches were started using the same data, the assumptions regarding influencing factors
and scores were partly different. These differences had an enormous impact on the results. At this
point, it is relevant to mention again that, particularly in the beginning of the decision making process,
the decision maker needs to invest enough time in order to define the criteria. For the integrated
rehabilitation management, this includes especially the identification of the influencing factors, the
definition of the weights and the definition of the score scales. When the sensitivity analysis of the total
network was developed, a problem of the integrated rehabilitation planning was observed. The two
highest ranked street sections obtained with the AHP method were really stable, since they appeared
only in two networks. Hence, the ranking positions of street sections which did not appear in every
network did not represent the total network and they should be considered separately.
Another issue is which method provides the “correct” result or rather a transparent and
comprehensible result (due to the fact that a “correct” result does not exist), which is even more
important. This is given by all these used methods, since the results and also differences between
the methods were always clear and comprehensible. For this case study with limited data, it was
seen that simple methods such as the AHP gave results similar to the ones obtained with the complex
outranking method PROMETHEE. Obviously, the main advantage of the AHP (and also WSM) is
that these are simple and fast understandable methods for people who are not familiar with the
multi-criteria decision support methods. Considering also the relatively small differences in the results
compared to the PROMETHEE and TOPSIS (for the majority of the networks), the use of the AHP
method could be sufficient in this case study. Especially in the rehabilitation planning, a ranking
difference up to 5 ranks is negligible, considering that the pipe is replaced in an acceptable range of
2–3 years. This is however only true for pipes where no immediate endangerment to the environment
is given (e.g., by sinkholes caused by collapsing sewer pipes or seeping of wastewater to groundwater).
To avoid this problem, after prioritization another decision stage should be applied [10], enabling the
rehabilitation of certain individual pipes without the entire street section. Nevertheless, the WSM and
AHP methods reach their limits when too many criteria are involved. Therefore, TOPSIS could be
a good option because it is suitable for a numerous number of criteria while maintaining a simple
and easy understandable method. TOPSIS is, as the AHP and WSM, usable also without any special
programming skills and can be easily implemented in a spreadsheet.
On the other hand, the outranking methods are a very powerful tool. Considering the definition
of the thresholds of each criterion, the possibility of influencing for the decision maker is abundant.
However, when applying these methods, experience and special programs or programming skills are
required, which may be wasted when using limited data quality.
The creation of the model and the calculation of the preference ranking is only the first step.
Afterwards, the resulting ranking has to be compared with the real system. An infrastructure network
is not a static system, it changes constantly. Hence, the defined model needs to be reserved and
adjusted routinely according to the real system. New failure data and the observed condition of the
sewer have to be implemented frequently in the created model in order to keep the model up to date.
Therefore, these used methods should only be applied to a real infrastructure system in cooperation
with the operator.
Subsequently, the selection of the method to use for rehabilitation planning depends mainly on the
available data and resources in time and manpower. In some cases, it would be rational to use one of the
simplest methods [24], especially when the data quality is low and no external knowledge is available
or affordable. For larger datasets with more influencing factors with better data quality, a more
sophisticated method will provide valuable results. However, to check for consistency and increase the
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reliability of the results the application of several methods is encouraged [72]. Independently of the
method used, the decision maker must be familiar with its strengths but also weaknesses [73]. In this
regard, the selection and preprocessing of the input data for the different methods prove to be of the
utmost importance.
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